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INCLUSION ORDERING OF CLASSES OF E-COMPACTNESS 
Jan Pelant, Alexander Sostak (6esko9l. Akad. VSd, Praha 1, 
Ceskoslovensko), received 23.11. 1978 
We answered negatively Mrowks's queetiontMj of whether 
classes between CrC (Tieo^)) and %(Q)) are linearly ordered by 
inclusion c . (8) denotes the two point discrete space, Tio^) 
denotes the ordered space of ordinals less than &># ). Our 
results can be divided into two parts: 
1. More general results: using the Solovay theorem on 
stationary sets we proved: 
Theorem: Let co^ be an uncountable regular initial ordi-
nal. Then there are 2* <** classee of J)-compact nee s which are 
contained in OCiTicd^)), contain tJC(ob) and are not comparab-
le by inclusion. 
2. More concrete results.: we, constructed several parti-
cular examples which solve Mrowka a question as well. In one 
of these constructions we used the compactification cN of a 
countable discrete space N satisfying: l) no subsequence of N 
converges in cN, 2) there is no M c N such that 
Mc -s fi>lt (=- the fiech-Stone compactification) 
These results were achieved mainly during the second author s 
visit to Prague in December 1973. 
P. Simon has recently constructed a very similar compactifica-
tion b(N) of N for which b(N) r N is sequentially compact. 
r 4 Reference: 
iMj S. Mrowka: Further results on E-compact spaces, Acta math. 
(120)(1968), 161-185. 
ORDERABILITI OF SPACES WITH LINEARLY ORDERED UNIFORM BASE 
M. HuSek (Karlova Universita, 18600 Praha, 6esk03lovensko), 
received 30.11. 1978 
Theorem: Let X be a nonmetrizable topological T--space 
induced by a unlftrmity with a linearly ordered base. Then the 
topology of X is an order-topology. 
This result generalizes that for topological groups pro-
ved by V»J. Nyikos, H.-C. Reichel (Gen. Top. Appl. 5(l9?5i, 
195-204) and that for spaces without isolated points proved by 
R. Frankiewicz, W. Kulpa (this is3ue). The result for metriz-
able O-dimensional spaces was proved by H. Herrlich (Math. 
Ann. 159(1965), 77-80). 
MODEL THEORETIC APPROACH TO CONCRETE CATEGORIES 
Ji.fl Rosick^ (Universita J.E. Purkyn§,Brno, fieskoslovensko), 
received 24.11. 1978 
An infinitary first-order language L$© «> has a class of 
function symbols, a class of relation symbols and a clas9 of 
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variables. Arities of function and relation symbols are arbit-
rary cardinals. Infinitary conjunctions and quantifiers are 
admitted. This language is suitable for the study of concrete 
categories as the following results indicate. 
Any concrete category is equivalent to a category of mo-
dels of L ^ ^ . Any concrete category is equivalent to the ca-
tegory of all models of some theory of L ^ ^ (class-indexed 
conjunctions are admitted). A theory o f - L ^ ^ will be called 
normal if it has (up to the equivalence) only a set of n-ary 
atomic formulas for each cardinal n. A concrete category is 
strongly fibre-small (in the sense of Adajuek, Herrlich and Stre-
cker) iff it is equivalent to the category of all models of so-
me normal theory of L^f<0 . The Beck s theorem gives the cha-
racterization of categories of models of normal equational the-
ories of L^ ̂  • Categories of models of normal universal Horn 
theories of L ^ ^ was described in the foregoing author s pa-
per (Arch. Math. (Brno) 4(1978), 219-226). Further, universal-
uniquely existencial Horn theories correspond to the existence 
of a left adjoint to the underlying functor of the category of 
models and Horn theories to $he existence of a stable left ad-
joint. The subsequent author s paper will also contain the mo-
del-theoretic treatment of Mac Neille completions and of (car-
tesian closed) initially complete categories. 
SSQOTNCB SOLUTIONS OF THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
Jifi Vesel^ (Karlova Universita, 18600 Praha, fieskoslcvensko), 
rtctivtd 22.1. 1979 
Ltt X be a $i-harmonic space with the countable base in 
the aenat of Constantintscu and Cornea in which constants are 
harmonic functions. A sequence solution of the Dirichlet prob-
lem is tht solution obtained as the limit of a properly defin-
ed sequtnct of functions. Suppose that D O C is an open relati-
vely compact set and f & C( d 1)) a boundary condition (C(M) deno-
tes tht system ot continuous functions on M). A generalization 
of Lebesgue m procedure can be obtained in the following wary: 
denote by p a metric compatible with the topology of X and by 
e* the Dirac measure e x swept-out on the complement of the 
open sphere with centre x and radius t. For an r€C(D). 0 < 
<r(x)6dist (x,X\D) f as increasing g € C( I 0, oo t ), g(o) = 0 , 
g > 0 on 109oot and G* C(D) put 
AG(x) «tg(r(x))J""1 f**t±(Q)dglt)9 x « D . 
«» o 
Now choose an Fe C(D) f F * f on 3 D and define Fn -* A
nF, ncN. 
Then 4 F ^ is convergent (uniformly on compact subsets of D) to 
tht solution which coincides with the PtB-solution H? corres-
ponding to f and D. Remark that in this context there is even-
tually more than one reasonable generalised solution. Some ot-
her related results will appear under the same title in Caso-
pris Pgst. Mat* 
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